
Outgrowing a generic job title & why APT?   
 
I am a 59 year old Personal Trainer, Pilates Instructor, bodyART Master Trainer of 12 years with my 
own small business. I have created and run APT from the very start and continue to do so. BUT I 
am & offer so much more than that . . .  
 
What makes me and APT unique? I bring life learning skills, because I AM 59 years on this earth. 
Yep I am not the 25 year old fresh faced perfect bodied, shiny, sexy PT who wants you to believe if 
you do 6 weeks of what I say & do, you will look like me (no offence 25 yo peeps -  but one day 
you will also be 59 or for your sake I hope you will be, because there is so much life to be lived and 
learn from and what radiates from inside becomes your super power not the outside). Nope if 
that’s what you want, you have come to the wrong person, in fact don’t bother reading any more. 
However if you want to connect with an empathetic real human who has lived through much love, 
loss and plenty of amazing careers and diverse experiences, brought 2 humans into the world, 
absolutely lives and breathes the belief that movement is medicine and a huge part of our 
happiness, that there are ALWAYS ways you CAN move smarter and improve, you are in the right 
place. 
 
I am only interested in engaging with people who WANT to improve their lifestyle and learn more 
about themselves. I am not interested in ‘telling’ someone what to do with my amazing 
knowledge. I am only interested in asking you the right questions and through my own learning, 
life experience and working with many different people, helping you learn more about yourself 
and what resonates with you to help you feel empowered, in control of your own destiny, and 
excited to move and feel better than you ever knew you could! 
 
I want you to celebrate yourself NOW, to accept where you are at and assist you in creating 
realistic steps to move forward in such a way, what you learn is yours forever to build on and use. 
This is where the relationship with me is super important, we are in this together and my whole 
purpose for working with you, is to continue to help you grow. Sure you may see the start of 
changes after 6 weeks, but that is really just the tip of the iceberg.  
 
The APT clients who began with me or have been with APT for over 2 - 5 years are the ones that 
really take control of their lives and happiness (though in 2019 I had clients who started with me 
and have now already gained the confidence to make massive changes that align themselves with 
the life they want) I have clients in their 12th year with me who made new breakthroughs in the 
last month, they are as excited now as they were when the very first breakthrough happened in 
their first year. Through ongoing self learning, correcting & maintaining issues such as back pain, 
posture, planafaciatis, recognizing behaviours they can change gradually and so much more, these 
people support one another and become the APT Community I adore. We all work together and I 
learn more through them, to help more people with this long term ongoing self exploration and 
taking responsibility for one’s self attitude. No two people are ever the same and I am acutely 
aware and celebrate this! 
 
I know I have a lot to offer, I see and experience happier, empowered APT clients every day, but I 
am over feeling that I have to run a glossy shop front to entice people in. I AM here and passionate 
to help those who want to help and learn about themselves, through the power of their mind & 
movement, it’s as simple, wonder-full and as special as that!  
 
Andrea Gaze  
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Andrea in London Festival Ballet Company Class 1979 
First career & love – professional ballet dancer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Andrea teaching bodyART 2019  
Movement is medicine  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Andrea at APT Personal Training Richmond Studio 2019 
Asking the right questions, self exploration & learning is  
life-changing. You are always in the drivers seat.   

 
#bigchangesarecoming #rawandreal #themindfulmovement1 #mobilitymatters #solutionseeker  
#personalisedtraining #bodyarttraining #footfoundation #anatomyinmotion #findingcentre 
#healthyageingsummit2020  
 
 

 APT PERSONAL TRAINING & PILATES                  0412 585181             

www.aptandpilates.com                     Follow us on         


